Beam Quest
Who am I

- Been a part of Dataflow Support, Dataflow SWE, now a Dataflow Consultant
- Work: Focusing on Beam EoU Initiatives
- Hobbies: Running near the Hudson River, Classical Music, trying NYC restaurants
Common Pain Points

- The Beam Community doesn’t have a way to track how many people use Beam
- Steep Learning Curve
- What does “knowing” Beam mean?
Introducing Beam Quest

- Introducing **Beam Quest**
- **Blog**
- Developed in collaboration with the Cloud Learning Organization
- Email [beam-quest@google.com](mailto:beam-quest@google.com) for suggestions
  - Long term, plan to open-source the labs.
● [Q2 ‘23] Release to public
● [Q4 ‘23] Add a lab for Beam ML/ Beam Go
● [Q4 ‘23] Develop a sustainable workflow to allow members of OSS to contribute to the labs
● [Q1 ‘24] Add multiple badges for Beam (Advanced, Intermediate)
IDEAS/QUESTIONS?

svetaksundhar@google.com
Github: svetakvsundhar